
Conference, I'm sorry.
When I stood on stage at last years National Conference, I promised you an NUS that focused on the issues you were 
facing on your campuses. I promised you an NUS that would stop grandstanding, get down off the soapbox, and do    

 some work. While the President and most of our VPs have been grafting day in, day out for Students' Unions, our 
executive has not. From passing motions that disempower and devalue students voices, to blatant bullying of our            
 National President, I am disgusted with the behaviour of the NEC this year. So, why am I running for re-election?            
    Because I believe in you conference. I believe in you to make better choices, and to elect a block of 15 that will      

     actually work for you. 

Students are not a political tool, they are who we represent. NUS fails to cater for all students and fails to decide on 
tactics that work for all. Why can’t we have a demo whilst our representatives are inside parliament negotiating? I want to 
push for a national union that embraces all types of politics and utilises all tactics to amplify the student voice using all 
the tactics. 
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After all my time on NUS Boards and committees…. I’ve learnt something conference 
NUS DOES NOT HAVE AN UNLIMTED BANK ACCOUNT. 
Who actually loses out when NEC mandates NUS to spend recklessly? Students Unions and Students. 
NEC Needs to be more sensible when it makes decisions on what we are resourcing, so we are actually able to finance 
sustainable, on campus campaigns and frameworks.   

NEC has been a mess this year. With accusations of bullying, lies fabricated about executives, and ‘Online 
Accountability’ through tweets and other social media platforms. This is not a professional elected body. It’s a school 
yard. If elected back on to NEC, I will work with NUS and fellow NEC member to create a safer and productive NEC, 
unlike the one we have seen this year. 

1. Students actually at the heart of our national union

2. Resources 

3. A Culture shift: accountability
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